Introduction
The classical Frankl 
Statement of the modified Frankl problem
we seek a solution of the modified generalized Frankl problem
with the boundary conditions
where u(x, y) is a regular solution in the class
and where 
where x = r cos θ , y = r sin θ for  ≤ θ ≤ π  ,  < r < , and r
In the second series, the eigenvaluesλ =μ  nk are found from the equation
where n = , , . . . , and k = , , . . . , and (μ nk ) are the roots of the Bessel equation ().
3 The completeness, the basis property and minimality of the eigenfunctions Theorem . The system of functions {cos(n -
Proof Using the formula () of [], we have the relation
where
The coefficient B  depends on B n (see [] ). Consider the formally differentiated series ()
Since the coefficient B n is found by formula (), using the results of [], we obtain that series () converges to f (θ ) in the space L p (, π). Integrating series () from  to θ , we obtain the relation ). Now let us show that the system {cos(n -
), then, using the substitution β - = β and removing the first cosine, we obtain the cosine system {cos(n - , the cosine system is minimal since, as was proved above, the coefficients B n are found by concrete formulas in the form of an integral. Let us show that for β =  - p , the cosine system is not minimal. By using the results of [], we obtain that for β =  - p , the cosine system is complete but not minimal, and hence, for β = - p , the cosine system is complete (since it is minimal in this case). Now let us prove that for β = - p , the cosine system does not compose a basis. Let π) ), f (θ ) = , and the coefficients B n can be calculated by using formula () exactly in the same way as in [] , where it was shown that a series converges to a function not belonging to L p (, π), thus Theorem . is proved. 
where the coefficients D n are calculated according to the formulas
for β <  and
for β >  and for all n ∈ N , D n is given by
where H β n and h β n (θ ) were studied in [] .
Proof Analogously to the proof of relation (), we obtain the relation
The convergence of numerical series Substituting the expression for D  from () in the latter relation, we obtain
